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Abstract 

Results will be presented from recent research carried out 
on the dcvclopment of high efficiency, high power travelling wave 
tube amplifiers The work presented includes a description of the 
characreristics of single stage and severed two stage amplifiers 
operating in X hand at 8.76 GFI?. Peak average output powers of 400 
hlW hnvr heen achieved and phase stability demonstrated in single 
stage devices at powers of up to 70 MW. 

The amplifiers are isolated hy a graphite sever which absorbs the 
electromagnetic wave grown in the first amplifier but allows the space 
charge wave to propagate. No wave propagation is possible through 
the sever in the sense opposed to the electron flow.The electron beam, 
supported space charge wave enters the second amplifier, after 
propagation through the sever, where further wave amplification 
toccurs. The gain of the two systems in series exceeds, under some 
circumstances, that of either one individually although some loss will 
occur in the severed section. 

Introduction 

A considerable effort has been mounted in recent years 
towards the tleveIoptnerrt of ultra high power microwave sources. 
‘ievcral rxpenmentsl groups have reported that very high microwave 
powers i it1 s~mc cases in excess of 1 GW ) have been achievedI-Y at 
frcqucnrich ranging from about 1 tn ?S GIIz. For some high power 
applications the r:t<hation must he emitted at a single frequency and 
tliiVe L1 fisrd and controllable phase relationship between each 

5.11).1 I SOUi L~i” (Jr ic approach to nchievin g this goal is to drive a series 
of arnplii‘icrs from a single oscillator. In this paper we report on the 
design, i~~ll~lc-~~entatior~ and opcratiocal characteristics of high power 
amplifirr,. Each amplifier employs an axisymmctric rippled wall 
slolv-wa\e structure \shich nllo~~s interactions between slow space 
charpe ~~\‘a\‘~‘> carried on the relativistic clcctron beam, and forward 
w’avcs on !hc structure. This regime is well suited to applications 
requiring a numhcr nf phase locked outputs since multiple amplifiers 
n1.i~ Iv driv.?n by a nusttr o!.ci:lat~or and the relative phai;es of the 
input” contrt~lled at modest (<: 1 MW) power levels. 

A Blumlein is used to produce an 850 kV, 1 kiloampere, 
lOOnsec, p~n:il electron beam from a field emission diode. The beam 
is injected through a uniform guide transition section into a rippled 
wall ‘I‘W’I’ structure, which has been described previously. The 
transition consists of a ten period tapered rippled wall section and 
provides a smooth transition to the central amplifier structures which 
have &her 11, 21 or 30 periods. Each of the TWT’s has an 
xcisymmtx-ic periodic ripple with a periodic length of 0.7 cm., an 
average diameter of 2.64 cm, and a ripple depth of 0.8 cm. The 
output section of the amplifier is also tapered and is similar to that used 
in the input. Following the exit taper the tube feeds a long conical horn 
aiitcnna with a 25 cm diameter output window. 

The design of the amplifier is based on having a forward 
wave interaction in the TMm mode of the rippled guide. Measurements 
and calculation show that the. ml passband supports a forward wave 
from 8.10 GIIz. at k= 0 to 9.77 GH7. at k= 4.5 cm.‘, the x: point for 
the structure. At the highest frequency (the TC point) the wave phase is 
0.46 c, well below the electron velocity of about 0.9 c, thus ensuring 
th,u any interaction in the TM(rl mode is with a forward wave. In high 
gain operation a two stage amplifier is used in which two 21 period 
amplifiers are operated in series and driven by the same electron beam. 

AMPLIFIER MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements are made by sampling the microwave signal 
transmitted through the output horn. The receiving antenna is located 
in the far field at the peak ( 3 degrees) in the radiation pattern. The 
detected signal is coupled to the screen room through a length of 
X-hand waveguide and terminated in a precision attenuator followed 
by a crystal detector. The crystal detector output goes to a Tektronix 
7912 digitizer. Power levels are determined by a substitution methocl 

measurement of the gain and from a knowledge of the output power of 
the magnetron, Calorimeters have been used to confirm the power 
level measurements. No significant signal w’as monitored at other 
frequencies hclow 26 GI 111. 

We summarize some results from the single stage device 
since they have been reported previously. The single stage amplifiers 
show a narrow passhand with 3 dB bandwidths of order 20 MHz. The 
gain increases monotonically with heam current up to the peak current 
used of 1.6 kA. Maximum gains of 35 dB at output powers of 100 
MW and at an energy con\:crsion efficiency of 118 have been 
achieved. Pulse durations are equal to the pulse power duration and are 
indq~endent of the applied magnetic field strength. 
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izig. 1, Rrpesentative crystal dct<ctor tracts showing power output 
ii-om t!ie severed amplifier at peak power of about 400 MW. 

In more recent work WC have used severed amplifiers to 
obtain average radiated powers of 380 MW at 40 % efficiency. The 
power levels quoted are averaged over the rf pulse duration; peak 
power levels exceed 500 MW. Pulse shortening has not been observed 
at these microwave power levels. Fig. 1 shows crystal detected 
outputs from the severed amplifier at a beam current of 950 A. III Fig. 
2 we compare the peak gains of the single stage and the severed 
amplifiers as a function of the beam current. The peak gain occurs at a 
lower beam current than was found in the single stage amplifiers. 
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Fig. 2. Comparisor~ l.)f gains of single stage and severed amplifiers as 
;I i‘uwtion cof the hwii rurri’nt. 

WC h,~lic ;IISO copied act mcasurcmcnts of the frequency 

and phit<e stability of the amplifiers using herrrodyning tcchniqurs anti 
phase cc~rnprators rrspectively. Fig,. 3 shows a ccmiparison bctcecn 
the frequency downshifted outputs of a single stage and a severed 
amplifier a1 900 A beam currents. The appearance i)f ‘sitlrhantls’ is 
evident. In I’ig. 4 we show the mcasurcd phase stability of the single 
stage amplifier during the output pulse. The amplified signal is phase 
stable during the beam pulse 10 within Ihe 8” accuracy for the 
diagnostic. Ah thz bc.un current is increa~tl the sidebands d~:velop and 
carry an increasing fraction of the radiated power. The sideband 
signals arc asymtn~tticnlly located n>ith re:\pect to the ‘carrier’ 
frequency with the uppt’r sideband diaplaccd from the center frrquency 
hy a grea:er amount than that for the lower sideband Frequency shifts 
vary hetwecn 30 ant1 I30 hll IX and depend on the beam iurrent and 
the radiated power level. 117 very recent observations with a 30 period 
amplifier olltjwl r;ldintion Ii;15 been rnonit~md II pmvri cxf :ho~ir 70 

hlW hit!1 no evidence oi the sidehand radiation. 
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Fig. 4. Phase stability mexurcment of single stage amplifier. The 
arrows indicate the beginning and end of the microwave power pulse. 

L~iscussion of Results 

Three hinglr Stilft and one 1wo Ft;lfe se\,ered amplifiers 

ha\ c IV~JI fahrir~ated and tested in our current investig3!ioll~.7‘hr 
bandwidth of [he si~~gle qtngc devices is lrss IIM~I 30 hlf17 anct is 

ct~mp:~rablc III the natural handwidt2l bared PII the rf pulse duration 
The finite length of the structures plays an important role in 
determining the bandwidth. Finite length effrcrs have been modelled 
ttsing a dielectric Inailed cavity inserted in an &et-wise uniform guide 
13 this geometry :herv :lrc a serich of c;lvir!’ trar.smirsic~n marima a5 ;i 
function of the u ;I\L’ frcqucnc~ ucttich hrcc~mc modified lqr thr 
prc5Cnct’ of a !leam prop:rg:tting through the syatcm. Similar struytur: 
is shown hy the TWT amplifiers. A detailed analysis of this interaction 
shows that the bantluidth in a single transmission peak is narrowed 1~) 
an amollnt qual 10 th: sIructurc gnir~. i.e. 

( ,I f )pi:lm :- t .\ f ~,lll,ci,,rp IO ‘wl’,‘H” ‘y 

The rcsponw of the 1n:ided system acts, as is common in *nan> 

systems, to maintain the product of the gain and the bandwidth 
constant. Although the slow wave structure used is different IO the 
cavity configuration modelted we expect that the results obtained for 
the cavity case have more general validity. In the structures used the 
unloaded. measured bandwidth of an individual peak varies berween 
120-230 MIIz and from the above relation drops to a beam loaded 
value in the range 10-X MHz depending on details of the heam current 
and !,tructure length. This range of values marches the exprrimcntal 
ohservntions. 

III related stud& the growth of the wave has twn 

modcllsd in a finite length section of dielectric loaded guide. In this 
case we find that gdin only develops after a significant fraction of the 
structure has been traversed. The physics of this process is similar to 
that found in FEI, systems where the gain on resonance is zero until 
bunching has developed. Fig 5 shows the calculated gain and rf 
conversion efficiency for a 20 CJ~ long interaction region with an initial 
rffield strength of 1 hlV/m and a beam current of 450 A. Almost SO 97 
of the Sit-ucture length is taken up with achieving bunching. In ths 
calculations the beam current is only one half that used experimentally, 
and the experimental interaction lengths ranges between 40 and 100 Q 
of that used in the calculations It seems reasonable to expeci that 

comparable bunching lengths are obtained in practice. Hence structure 
gains are perhaps closer to 2 dl3 per period rather than the nvcragc 
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value of about 1 dB per period obtained by assuming that the gain is 
uniform along the 21 period structure length. The gain as estimated 
.hovc Ls in closer qeement with e~pec~ecl values using standard IWT 
theory and, in particular, better represents the observed scaling with 
structure length Pierce ‘C’ parameters range from 0.18 to 0.25 as the 
beam current is incTeassd from X50 -1600 A. 
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Fig. 5. Ctlcul lred gain curve for a 20 cm long single stage Cerenkov 
amplifier. Now tk tlel;ry in mset of th? gain while hunching occurs. 

To date we have only obtained limited data on the severed 
amplifter operation, however certain features are clear. Most 
importantly pe can obtain gains greater than those found in the single 
stqc device and the nticn>wave output cnntittttes throughout the useful 
pulse power duration. Time average powers of order 400 MWatts have 
hr:ctt obtained and peak powers of up to SO0 MWstts. The rf energy 
conversion efficiency is about 40%. Among the interesting features is 
the fact that the bandwiditl ii about a factor of five greater than that 
obtained for the single stage ;tmplifi?rs. A possible cause for this 
in:-renae is space charge drbunchittg af the beam in propagation 
through the bt’ver. 

CONCLI.JSIONS 

The experimental results described above confirm that it is possible to 
design and operate single and two stage high power traveling wave 
amplifters driven by a field emission generated intense electron beam. 
In almost all respects the amplifiers behaved as expected which is a 
refreshing change for very high power microwave devices and offers 
hope for the design of a long pulse high energy system. Efficiencies of 
at least 11 %I and peak power of 100 MW in X band are achievable in 
single stage amplifiers and average powers of at least 400 MWatts at 
greater than 40 % efficiency in two stage devices, Measurements 
indicate phase stable outputs at power levels up to 70 MW in a 30 
period long structure driven hy a 500 A beam. 
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